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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an apparatus for preparing data for manufacturing a product or a part with a predetermined shape by using a bending press, according to the preamble of claim 1.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] When various parts or products with complicated shapes are manufactured by performing one or more bending operations, various preparation steps have to be carried out before the actual bending operations are performed. Examples of such preparation steps are as follows:

determining the order of bending operations along bending lines; arranging bending tools (or dies) on a bending press; and adjusting the positions of the bending tools (or dies) in the bending press. In fact, conventionally, enormous working hours has been wasted to carry out these preparation steps. Further, when a bending operation for manufacturing a specific product has been finished, the data concerning the preparation steps has been thrown away. Thus, even when products that are the same as or similar to the previous product are manufactured later, the preparation steps had to be carried out again.


DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

[0004] The object of the present invention is to solve the foregoing problems of the conventional method and system.

[0005] Another object of the present invention is to provide an apparatus by which an operator without skills in performing bending operations can easily and quickly perform precise bending operations on a workpiece by following skilled operator's experience, hints, or data.

[0006] To achieve the foregoing objects, according to a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided an apparatus for preparing data for manufacturing a product or a part with a predetermined shape by using a bending press according to claim 1. The dependent claims define preferred embodiments of the apparatus according to the invention.

[0007] In accordance with the present invention, various optimum steps (or procedures) relating to the bending operations, which are carried out by a skilled operator for manufacturing a predetermined part or a product, are stored in a computer memory as operation support information for each part. Therefore a non-skilled operator can learn, from the computer memory, the stored optimum operation support information for each part or product later and easily and quickly perform the optimum steps (or procedures) for manufacturing the part or the product by following the skilled operator. That is, even a non skilled operator can quickly start the bending operation without taking an excessively long time for standby operations (or preparation steps) for manufacturing the part or product.

[0008] The term "part" in this specification means a product that is to be distributed in a market as well as a portion of that product.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a plate bending system according to the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a flow chart of the overall operation of the plate bending system shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a flow chart showing a detailed operation of a step in the flow chart shown in Fig. 2, and specifically showing the operation of a step for manufacturing a new part or product in Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 is a flow chart showing a detailed operation of a step in the flow chart shown in Fig. 3, and specifically showing the operation of a step for performing an i-th bending operation on the plate material to manufacture the new part in Fig. 3;
Fig. 5 is a schematic view showing a part displayed on the screen of a terminal computer in step S22 in Fig. 3;
Fig. 6A and Fig. 6B respectively are a 2D unfold view of the shape of the part and a view of a table that shows bending lines and tools to be used, both the views being displayed on the screen of the terminal computer in step S23 shown in Fig. 3;
BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Examples of the present invention will now be described with reference to the drawings.

Fig. 7A and Fig. 7B are views showing layout of tools to be used and operation support information relating to the layout, the views being displayed on the screen of the terminal computer in step S25 and step S26 in Fig. 3;

Fig. 8 is a cross sectional view of a die and a back gauge device that are displayed on the screen of the computer terminal in relation to a alignment operation and an original-point determination operations in steps S28 and s30 in Fig. 3;

Fig. 9A, Fig. 10A and Fig. 11A are schematic views showing attitudes of a workpiece with respect to tools in a bending press and operation support information relating to positioning of the workpiece with respect to the bending press, which are displayed on the screen of the terminal computer in step S44 in Fig. 4;

Fig. 9B, Fig. 10B and Fig. 11B are schematic views showing the parts with dimensions data and operation support information relating to the inspection of the dimensions, which are displayed on the screen of the terminal computer in step S48 in Fig. 4;

Fig. 9C, Fig. 10C and Fig. 11C are other schematic views showing the parts with dimension data and operation support information relating to the inspection of the dimensions, which are displayed on the screen of the terminal computer in step S48 in Fig. 4;

Fig. 12A is a flow chart showing a detailed operation of a portion of the operation shown in the flow chart of Fig. 2, and specifically the flow chart showing the operation when the same or a similar part is manufactured in Fig. 2;

Fig. 12B is a flow chart showing a detailed operation of a portion of the operation shown in flow chart of Fig. 12A, and specifically the flow chart showing the operation for performing an i-th trial bending operation on a sheet metal in Fig. 12A;

Fig. 13A and Fig. 13B respectively are a perspective schematic view and a schematic cross sectional view of a bending press to be used in an embodiment of the plate bending system according to the present invention; and

Fig. 14 is an explanatory view for explaining value D, value L and value Yz in a press brake acting as the bending press.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a plate bending system according to the present invention. As shown in Fig. 1, the plate bending system according to this embodiment includes a factory office 30 for receiving from a customer an order for manufacturing a part or a product (a bent workpiece) with a predetermined shape and a plurality of bending stations 20 and 22 with bending presses such as press brakes. The bending stations 20 and 22 receive from the factory office 30 instructions to manufacture the ordered part or product.

The factory office 30 is provided with a server computer (hereinafter called a "server") 31 having a database 33. The database 33 in the server 31 stores a variety of data about parts which have been manufactured by the bending system, as will be described later in detail. A bar-code preparation apparatus 31a for preparing bar codes is connected to the server 31.

The first bending station 20 of the bending stations 20 and 22 has a first bending press 21 such as a press brake and a first computer terminal 25 (hereinafter called a "terminal for a press" or simply called a "terminal"). The terminal 25 includes an NC unit for controlling the first bending press 21.

As shown in Figs. 13A and 13B, the first bending press 21 includes, for example, a C-shape frame 35. An apron 37a is provided on an upper support plate 37 of the C-shape frame 35, and a plurality of punches 39 are disposed at the lower end of an apron 37a along a straight line running in the x-axis direction. Moreover, a ram 43, which is movable vertically, is supported by a lower support plate 41 of the C-shape frame 35. A plurality of dies 45 for bending a plate (hereinafter called a "workpiece") W in cooperation with the punches 39, are disposed at the top end of the ram 43 along a straight line running in the x-axis direction. When the workpiece is inserted between the punches 39 and the dies 45 and then the ram 43 is moved upwards, the punches 39 and the dies 45 are mutually engaged to one another so that the workpiece W held therebetween is bent upward.

Again referring to Fig. 1, connected to the terminal 25 are a keyboard 25c for entering data into the terminal 25, a CRT unit (hereinafter called a "CRT") 25b serving as a display unit for displaying data supplied from the terminal 25 and a bar-code reading unit (bar code scanner) 25a for reading bar codes made by the bar-code preparation apparatus 31a and providing the read bar code data to the terminal 25. Here, data can be entered into the terminal 25 by using touch keys provided on the CRT screen as well as the keyboard 25c.

Similarly to the first bending station 20, the second bending station 22 is provided with a second bending press 23 and a second computer terminal 27. A keyboard 27c, a CRT 27b and a bar-code reading unit 27a are connected to the terminal 27. The server 31 of the factory office 30 and the terminals 25 and 27 of the bending stations 20 and 22 are connected through a network 29 to one another so as to allow mutual data communication therebetween.

Referring to Fig. 2, the overall operation of the plate bending system will now be described.

In step S1, various data concerning ordered part are received by the factory office 30. Such data contains, for example, the part number of the ordered part and data on the shape of the part. The part number is, for example, a
combination of symbols and numerals, such as "PT123a". The symbol "PT" indicates the ordered part being a part of a complete product, and the numeral "123" specifies the type of the part, and the symbol "a" specifies the dimensions of the part specified by "123". The data on the shape of the part consists of data for a 3D perspective view of the ordered part, data for a 2D unfolded view of the same or data for 2D, three views of the same; the 2D, three views consist of a front view, a plan view and a side view. In step S1, such data for the ordered part are entered into the server 31.

In step S2, the server 31 performs one or more searches on the basis of the entered part number to see whether bending operation data for the part that is the same as the ordered part is stored in the database 33.

When no data on the same part is in the database 33, an operator enters into the server 31 the data on the shape of the ordered part in step S3. The data on the shape entered in step S3 consists of data concerning a 3D perspective view of the ordered part, data concerning a 2D unfolded view of the same or 2D three views of the same. When data on one of the views are entered, the server 31 calculates data on two other views on the basis of the entered data by a predetermined calculation method. For example, if data for the 2D three views are entered, the server 31 calculates data for the 3D perspective view and 2D unfolded view.

In step S4, the server 31 enters into the database 33, to see whether data for parts similar to the ordered part (i.e. similar parts) are stored in the database 33. For example, when the part number of the ordered part is "PT123a", a search is carried out to see whether the database 33 includes data for the parts designated by part numbers "PT123b", "PT123c" and "PT123d" and the like.

If it is detected in step S4 that the data for the similar parts is stored in the database 33, the operation proceeds to step S5, where data for the similar parts are retrieved from the date base 33. Moreover, in step S5, the retrieved data, data on the shape of the ordered part, and the part number of the ordered part are stored into the database 33 together with information indicating the associated data is for a similar part. That is, in step S5 the operator stores into the database 33 the retrieved data, the part number of the ordered part, data on the shape of the ordered part, and the data indicating that the retrieved data item is data for a similar part, as a set of data.

If no part number of a similar part is detected in step S4, the operation proceeds to step S6. In step S6, the data on the shape of the ordered part and the part number of the ordered part are stored in the database 33 together with data indicating that the ordered part is a new part. That is, in step S6, the server 31 stores in the database 33 the data indicating that the ordered part is a new part, the part number of the ordered part, and the shape of the ordered part as a set of data.

In step S2, if the same part number as the part number of the ordered part is detected, the operation directly proceeds to step S7.

In step S7, the bar-code preparation apparatus 31a connected to the server 31 prepares a bar code sheet that specifies the part number of the ordered part. The prepared bar code sheet is attached to an operation instruction sheet to be delivered to bending stations 20 and 22.

In step S8, it is determined whether data of all of the ordered parts has been processed. When all data have not yet been processed, the operation returns to step S1. If the process has been completed, the operation proceeds to step S9.

In step S9, the factory office 30 assigns and delivers the operation instruction sheets to the bending station 20 or the bending station 22 in accordance with the skill of the operator at each bending station 20, 22 and with the availability of the bending stations. For example, an operation instruction sheet for a new part is delivered to a bending station at which a skilled operator is working, while an operation instruction sheet for the same or a similar part is delivered to a bending station at which a low skill operator is working.

When the operation instruction sheet is received by each of the bending stations 20 and 22, the operation proceeds to step S10. In step S10, the bar code attached to the operation instruction sheet is read by the bar-code reading unit 25a or 27a. Thus, data for the ordered parts assigned to a bending station are retrieved from the database 33 and transmitted to either one of the terminals 25 and 27. As described above, when a ordered part assigned to a station is a new part, the retrieved data contains the part number of the ordered part, the shape of the ordered part, and information indicating that the ordered part is a new part. When the ordered part assigned is the same part (which means that the data for the same part as the ordered part has been stored in the database 33), the retrieved data contain the part number of the ordered part and data for the same part retrieved from the database and information indicating that the retrieved data is for the same part. When the ordered part assigned to a station is a similar part (which means that the data for part(s) similar to the ordered part has been stored in the database), the retrieved data contain the data for the similar part, the part number of the ordered part, and the shape of the ordered part, information indicating that the retrieved data is data for the similar part.

In step S11, it is determined whether the assigned part is a new part. If so, the bending operation is for a new part. When the assigned part is a new part, the operation proceeds to step S12. In step S12, a new bending operation or new-part bending operation is performed as described in detail in the following with reference to Figs. 3 and 4. On the other hand, when the ordered part is the same or a similar part, the operation proceeds to step S13, where a repeat (reiteration process) or a similar bending operation is performed as described in detail in the following
with reference to Figs. 12A and 12B. Then, the operation proceeds to step S14, where the overall operation is completed.

[0030] Referring now to Fig. 3, the new-part bending operation performed in step S12 will be described in detail. It is supposed that the new-part bending operation is performed in the first bending station 20.

[0031] As described above, when the assigned part is a new part, the data that the terminal 25 retrieves in step S10 of Fig. 2 includes the part number of the ordered part, data for the shape of the part (i.e. data of the 2D three views, the 3D perspective view or the 2D unfolded view) and information indicating that the part is a new part.

[0032] If, in step S11 of Fig. 2, it is determined that the ordered part is a new part, the operation proceeds to step S21, where a guide program for a new bending operation is activated, the function of the guide program being described in detail in the following.

[0033] In step S22, in accordance with the guide program, the shape of the ordered part as well as the part number of the ordered part and information indicating that the ordered part is a new part are displayed on the screen of the CRT 25b. For example, a 3D perspective view 47 of the part with dimension lines for "600", "700" and "50" as shown in Fig. 5 and/or a 2D unfolded view 49 of the part with bending lines B1, B2, B3 as shown in Fig. 6A are displayed on the screen of the CRT 25b. Moreover, a bending-order and tool table S1 as shown in Fig. 6B are displayed on the screen of the CRT unit 25b together with the foregoing views of the part. It should be noted that when the table initially appears on the screen of Fig. 6B, the bending line column, the tool column, and the tool length column are blank (not shown in the drawings).

[0034] In step S23, the operator refers to, for example, the 3D perspective view 47 as shown in Fig. 5 and the 2D unfolded view as shown in Fig. 6A and determines a bending order in which a workpiece is bent along the bending lines B1, B2 and B3. Moreover, the operator selects and determines tools (punches and dies) for bending the workpiece along the bending lines B1, B2 and B3. The determination of the bending order is performed by, for example, sequentially clicking the bending lines B1, B2 and B3 on the 2D unfolded view as shown in Fig. 6A with a mouse pointer and the like. As a result, each of the bending line numbers B1, B2, B3 are entered, in order of bending operation, into each line of the bending line column of the bending-order and tool table 51 as shown in Fig. 6B. For example, as shown in Fig. 6B, if the bending lines are bent in order of B3, B2 and B1, the bending line B3 is entered into the first line for the bending order 1, bending line B2 entered into the second line for the bending order 2 and bending line B1 entered into the third line for the bending order 3.

[0035] Then, the operator determines tools for bending the workpiece along the bending lines B1, B2 and B3. Determination or selections of the tools are performed by, for example, entering suitable tool numbers into lines in the column for the tool number in Fig. 6B. In the example shown in Fig. 6B, punch P1 and die D1 are used for the bending along the bending lines B3 and B2, and punch P2 and die D2 used for the bending along the bending line B1. Thus, data of P = P1 and D = D1 are entered into each of the lines for bending lines B3 and B2, and data of P = P2 and D = D2 are entered into the line for bending line B1. Specifically, the data P1 and D1 indicate, for example, the punch number 402 and the die number 30286 (11) and, the data P2 and D2 indicate the punch number 14702 and the die number 30286 (10). To assist the selection of the tools, a menu for available tools may be displayed on the screen of the CRT so that the operator can select a suitable tool from the menu.

[0036] Then, the lengths of the selected tools are determined and entered into the tool length column of the table 51. For example, as the length of punch P1 and die D1, 835 mm is entered into the first and the second lines of the table, while 50 mm is entered into the third line thereof, as the length of the punch P2 and die D2, as shown in Fig. 6B. Then, the bending-order and tool table 51 are entered into a memory of the terminal 25 by suitable operation at the keyboard 25c.

[0037] In step S24, the operator selects tools (punches and dies) from a die magazine while referring to the bending-order and tool table 51 on the CRT screen 25b. Then, the operator mounts and places the selected tools on the apron 37a and the ram 43 of the first bending press 21 by using his experience and skill.

[0038] In step S25, the operator enters into the terminal 25 data for the arrangement (or the layout) of the tools on the apron 37a and the ram 43. For this purpose, when a suitable key on the keyboard 25c is depressed, an image as shown in Fig. 7A appears on the screen of the CRT 25b. Although omitted from the drawing, when the image of Fig. 7A initially appears on the screen, only figures showing the apron 37a and the ram 43, central position O and a direction symbol S3 are displayed, while the other figures and characters are not displayed. After the foregoing screen is displayed, the operator enters symbols and/or figures of the punch P1 and die D1 into the terminal in such a manner, for example, that the central position of each figure (or image) of the tool is positioned away from the central position O by a distance of - 500 mm, as shown in Fig. 7A.

[0039] Moreover, description, “front-side mounting” or “reverse-side mounting” may be entered for each of the punch and the die; these information specify whether punch P1 and die D1 are mounted with the font-side facing forward or the reverse side facing forward. Likewise, symbols and/or figures showing punch P2 and die D2 are entered in such a manner, for example, that the central position of each figure is positioned away from the press central position O by a distance of + 500 mm. The information, “front-side mounting” or “reverse-side mounting” that indicates whether punch P2 and die D2 are mounted with the front-side facing forward or the reverse side facing forward may also be entered.

[0040] In step S26, after the data for the arrangement of the tools are entered, the guide program generates a question
whether there are additional hints that are useful for performing the tool set-up operation and that are worthwhile to be recorded. If the operator thinks of such hints, he enters the same into the terminal 25 as an operation support information. For example, when the punch and the die are mounted on the bending press, it is preferable to attach a tape to the shoulder portion of the die D1, D2 so that the dies D1, D2 are not flawed when attached on the ram 43. Thus, a message 1, "Attach a protection tape to the shoulder portion of the die" may be entered as a hint, as shown in Fig. 7A. Further, if the punch P1 and the die D1, for example, respectively are composed of small punches P5', P6' and dies D5', D6', it is preferable to preliminary secure the small dies D5', D6' to a rail (not shown) of the ram 43 with an adhesive tape; further it is preferable that the small punches P5', P6' and dies D5', D6' are arranged on the rail of the ram so as to be laterally shifted from each other, as shown in Fig. 7B. Thus, additional hints, such as message 2, "Secure the small dies to the rail of the ram with an adhesive tape" and message 3, "Arrange the small punches and dies so as to be shifted from each other" are entered into the terminal, as shown in Fig. 7B.

[0041] In step S27, an alignment of the punch and the die in the longitudinal direction (i.e. in the front and rear direction) of the press brake is performed. This operation is as follows. As shown in Fig. 8, the die 45 of the first bending press 21 is roughly or generally mounted on the ram 43 (or the rail of the ram) so as to be movable in the longitudinal direction (i.e. in the lateral direction in Fig. 8). Therefore, when the die 45 is initially mounted on the ram 43, the position of a bottom portion 45a of a recess of the die 45 is normally displaced in the longitudinal direction from the position of the apex 39a of the punch as shown in Fig. 8. As a result, before bending operation, the longitudinal position of the die 45 is adjusted in the longitudinal direction so that the bottom portion 45a of the die 45 coincides with the apex 39a of the punch 39. This operation is called the alignment of the tools in the longitudinal direction. Here, when the lengths of the punch and the die are too short to precisely align the tools, supplemental punch and die with the same shape and longer dimensions may be temporarily mounted on the rail of the ram 43.

[0042] In step S28, after the alignment of the tools are performed, the operator enters an instruction on the execution of the alignment of the tool as operation support information. Then, the guide program generates a question whether there are hints that are useful for performing the alignment of the tool. If the operator thinks of such hints, he enters the same into the terminal 25 as additional operation support information. For example, the operator may input a hint that "When short punch and die are to be aligned, supplemental long punch and die with the same shape should be used with the short ones" is entered as a message 4, as shown in Fig. 8. The guide program may generate similar questions in the following steps whenever useful hints relating to those steps are to be entered although it may not be explicitly described hereinafter.

[0043] In step S29, an original-point determination operation (or an original-point adjustment operation) is performed. The original-point (or a reference point) is a position of the die 45 relative to the punch 39 in which position the die 45 is directly engaged to the punch 39 with a predetermined engaging force with no workpiece being held between the punch 39 and the die 45. The original-point determination operation is necessary for the reason as follows. That is, the bending angle of a workpiece bent by the punch and the die is generally determined by the distance moved by the die 45 relative to the punch 39 during bending operation. However, during the bending operation, the side frame 35 or the like of the bending press is deformed. Thus, the distance moved by the die 45 from a reference point determined in a condition where no engaging force is applied between the punch and die does not corresponds to the bending angle of the workpiece to be bent by the punch and the die. Therefore the position of the die 45 in the above-mentioned condition where a predetermined force acts between the punch and the die is determined as a correct original position (or a correct reference position) of the die 45. It should be noted here that the load, which is applied between the punch and the die, is selected in accordance with the length of the mounted die. That is, if a die having a length longer than a predetermined length is mounted, a load of 7 tons, for example, is applied between the punch and the die to determine the original point of the die. However, if a die shorter than a predetermined length is mounted, the load of 7 tons may break the punch and the die. Therefore, a 3 tons, for example, which is smaller than the durable pressure for the punch and the die is applied between the punch and the die to determine the original point of the die. In the present embodiment, it is supposed that the mounted die is longer than the predetermined length, and the load of 7 tons is applied between the punch and the die.

[0044] In step S30, an instruction for performing the original-point determination operation (or the original-point adjustment operation) and a hint relating to the original-point determination operation are entered and stored in the memory of the terminal 25 as operation support information. For example, a message 5, "When a die having a length shorter than x mm is mounted, set the original-point determination operation load to be 3 tons " is entered as shown in Fig. 8. In place of entering the message 5, a program for performing following steps may be provided in the terminal 25: First, it retrieves the tool number and the length of the tool entered in step S23. When the tool is longer than a predetermined length, it generates a first message "Perform the original-point determination with 7 tons" is generated. On the other hand, when the die is shorter than the predetermined length, it generates the second message "Perform the original-point determination with 3 tons".

[0045] In steps S31, S32, S33 and S34, trial bending of a workpiece for manufacturing the part or the product as shown in Fig. 5 is performed.
For this, in step S31, a trial bending operation number i for specifying each of bending operations is set as 1.

In step S32, the i-th trial bending operation is performed, and operation support information relating to the i-th bending are entered, as described in detail below.

In step S33, it is determined whether all of the trial bending operations have been completed. If they have not been completed, the step number i is increased by one in step S34, and then the operation returns to step S32. If all of the trial bending operations have been completed in step S33, the operation proceeds to step S35, where a plurality of workpieces are successively bent in the manner determined by the trial bending operations in step S32. During this successive bending operations, the bending accuracy is inspected each time a predetermined number of workpieces are processed. If the operation accuracy does not satisfy a predetermined requirement, values D and L, which is described later, are modified.

After the successive bending operation has been completed, in step S36, the operator enters an operation support information about the frequency of checking of the bending accuracy; such checking is to be performed in subsequent bending operations, such as the operations shown in Figs. 12A and 12B. For example, an operation support information to inspect the accuracy for every ten workpieces is entered.

In step S37, a variety of information and data including the operation support information relating to the bending operation entered in steps S23, S24, S26, S28, S30, S32, S35 and S36 are transmitted from the terminal 25 to the server 31 together with the part number and the shape of the part, and they are all stored in the database S3 of the server 31. In step S38, the bending operation for the new part is completed.

Fig. 4 is a flow chart for showing in detail the i-th trial bending operation and operation of entering support information relating to the same, which are performed in step S32 in Fig. 3.

In step S41, a memory area is reserved under a number i in a memory of the terminal 25. When the program of Fig. 4 is first called upon, the number i is set to be 1 since the i has been set to be 1 in step S31.

In step S42, in order to bend a workpiece along bending line B3 (Fig. 6A) through an angle of 90°, numerical control data D, L and Yz for the bending press 21 are entered into the terminal 25. As shown in Fig. 14, the data D specifies the vertical position of the die 45 relative to the original position (or the reference position) Ho determined in step S29. The data L specifies the position of a back gauge device 55 in the longitudinal direction (i.e. in the lateral direction in Fig. 14) relative to a reference position which is, for example, the central position Yo of the die 45. The data Yz specifies the vertical position of the back gauge device 55 relative to a reference position, which is, for example, the top end of the die 45. As described above, the value D determines the bending angle of the workpiece W to be bent by the bending press 21, while the value L determines the width of the workpiece W between an edge E1 (see Fig. 9A) and the bending line B3. The value Yz is used to adjust the vertical position of the back gauge device 55 during bending operation. Specifically, the height of the back gauge device is adjusted to correspond to the height of a flange formed at the rear end of the workpiece (for example, flange W2 shown in Fig. 9B or Fig. 10B). For example, in Fig. 10A, the workpiece is inserted between the punch and die in an attitude or position such that the flange W2 projects downward relative to a major portion of the workpiece. Thus, the back gauge device 55 is located in a vertical position lower than that as shown in Fig. 9A so as that the flange W2 is properly brought into contact with the back gauge device 55.

In step S42, the values D, L and Yz may be automatically calculated and entered on the basis of geometrical data of the part and tools and the bending order to be performed.

When the data D and Yz are entered, the back gauge device 55 is moved by the control of the terminal 25 in the vertical and longitudinal directions to a position determined by such data.

In step S43, the workpiece W is inserted between the punch 39 and the die 45, and the rear end thereof is brought into contact with the back gauge device 55 to position the same with respect to the punch and die. Thereafter, the first trial bending is performed on the workpiece W along the bending line B3.

In step S44, on the basis of the trial bending operation performed in step S43, operator enters operation support information in relation to the positioning of the workpiece W relative to the punch and die. These operation support information includes hints relating to the positioning of the workpiece. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 9A, when the first trial bending operation is completed, a figure showing the tools P1, D1 on bending press 21 and the workpiece W appears on the screen of the CRT 25b in response to a completion signal from the bending press 21. In order to inform the operator the appearance of the figure, a sound buzzer and the like may be provided. Thus, for example, when the sound buzzer is activated, the operator moves to a position in front of the terminal 25.

In the first bending operation, the punch P1 and the die D1 on the bending press 21 should be used to perform the bending operation (see Fig. 6B). In order to save this information, the color of the figures of the punch P1 and D1 is changed into gray as shown in Fig. 9A. Then, information concerning positioning of the workpiece W with respect to the punch and die is entered. For this, the figure or image of the workpiece W on the CRT screen is moved translationally and rotationally to a position in front of the punch P1 and the die D1, as shown in Fig. 9A. This movement of the figure of the workpiece can be carried out by using a mouse (not shown) or a joystick (not shown) connected to the terminal 25. As described before, in the first bending operation, the edge E1 of the workpiece W is brought into contact with the back gauge device 55, and the bending operation is performed along the bending line B3. Therefore, the figure of the
workpiece W is located in a attitude as shown in Fig. 9A with respect to the figure of the punch P1 and die D1.

[0059] Then, as shown in Fig. 9A, the operator may enter the messages 6 and 7 relating to the positioning of the face of the workpiece W as hints. Here, the message 6, "Insert the workpiece between the punch and die in a manner that its sheet surface faces upwards" is a hint for specifying the surface of the workpiece W to be inserted between the tool. The "sheet surface" means a surface of the workpiece on which a vinyl sheet is attached; the vinyl sheet is normally attached on that surface to protect that surface from being scratched during transportation. The message 6 is important because the bending operation should be performed so that the sheet surface forms outside surface of the part or product which should have a fine appearance. Further, the message 6 is important when the shape of the workpiece has some symmetry so that the sheet surface cannot be determined in the image of the workpiece displayed on the CRT 25b. The surface of the workpiece can also be designated by specifying the directions of burrs formed on the workpiece. In this case, a message, for example, "Locate the workpiece in such a manner that the direction of burrs face downward" is entered.

[0060] The message 7, "Securely bring the workpiece into contact with right and left back gauge devices" is a hint for reminding the operator to securely engaging the rear end of the workpiece with the right and left back gauge devices 55 when the workpiece W is inserted between the punch and die. This message 7 is entered because a precise bending cannot be achieved if either one of the back gauge devices fails to contact the rear end of the workpiece. After these information are entered and displayed on the CRT 25b, all data are stored in a memory of the terminal 25.

[0061] In step S45, the operator determines in accordance with the result of the trial bending operation whether buckling of the workpiece has occurred during first trial bending operation or whether the buckling of the workpiece could occur during the first bending operation during the successive bending operation in step S35. If an affirmative determination is made, the operation proceeds to step S46.

[0062] In step S46, the operator enters an instruction to support the end of the workpiece W from a lower position during the bending operation as a operation support information (see message 6a shown in Fig. 9A).

[0063] In step S47, the part manufactured by the trial bending operation is inspected. Specifically, the operator measures the length and angle of a flange W2 formed by the first bending operation.

[0064] After the measurement has been carried out, the operator enters into the terminal an instruction or a hint for specifying dimensions and angles to be measured and together with their tolerances, as operation support information in step S48. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 9B, when the shape of the workpiece W including the flange W2 formed by the trial bending operation is displayed on the screen of the CRT 25b, the operator enters symbols relating the length L1 of the flange W2 and symbols relating the angle $\theta$ 1 of the same as an operation support information. Moreover, a message 8 "Check that height L1 is 15 mm (± 0.1 mm)" and a message 9 "Check that angle $\theta$ 1 is 90° (± 10°)" are entered. The shape of the flange W2 may be displayed in the form of a cross sectional view, as shown in Fig. 9C. By displaying the shape of the flange with the cross sectional view, the fact that the height L1 of the flange is a dimension including the thickness of bottom surface portion W1 of the workpiece W can be more easily understood. In order to emphasize that the dimension L1 includes the thickness of the bottom surface portion W1, a message "Note that the dimension L1 includes the thickness of the bottom surface portion W1" may be added to the display in Fig. 9B or 9C.

[0065] After entering the instruction or hint for measuring the height L1 and the angle $\theta$ 1 of the flange, in step S49, the operator determines whether the dimension L1 and the angle $\theta$ 1 are within a required tolerance. For example, it is determined whether the dimension L1 is within a range of 15 mm± 0.1 mm. If it is determined in step S49 that the dimension L1 is not within the range, either or both of the values D and L are modified in step S50. Then, the operation returns to step S43 so that the trial bending operation is again performed.

[0066] If the dimension L1 and the angle $\theta$ 1 are within the required range in step S49, the foregoing data D, L and $\theta$ are stored in step S51 in the memory area under the number i.

[0067] Trial bending operations for the process number i = 2 and for the process number i = 3 are performed in a manner similar to the trial bending operation for the process number i = 1.

[0068] Specifically, when the process number i is 2, in step S44, the figure of the workpiece W that has been bent along the bending line B3 is displayed on the screen of the CRT 25c together with the bending press 21, as shown in Fig. 10A. In the second trial bending operation, the punch P1 and the die D1 are again used to perform the bending operation along the bending line B2. Therefore, the figures of the punch P1 and the die D1 are displayed in gray, as shown in Fig. 10A. The back gauge device 55 is brought into contact with the flange W2 formed in the first bending operation. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 10A, the figure of the back gauge device 55 is moved to a position lower than that of the back gauge device 55 in Fig. 9A. Then, the figure of the workpiece W is suitably moved until it has an attitude (or an orientation) that the edge E2 faces toward the punch P1 and the die D1, as shown in Fig. 10A. In the second trial bending operation, the workpiece W is bent along the bending line B2 in a direction opposite to that in the first bending operation. Therefore, a message 10, "Insert the workpiece W in such a manner that the sheet surface faces downwards" is entered. In order to show the direction in which the workpiece is to be bent in the second trial bending operation, data of a perspective view of the backgauge 55 and the partially bent workpiece W positioned relative to the backgauge 55 may be entered in place of the message 10. Then, all the information shown in Fig. 10A are stored in a suitable memory...
of the terminal 25.

[0069] In step S48 of the second trial bending operation, the shape of the workpiece including the flange W2 formed in the first trial bending operation and the flange W3 formed in the second trial bending operation is displayed, as shown in Fig. 10B. Therefore, the operator enters figures or symbols relating the dimension L2 and the angle $\theta_2$, which must be measured in relation to the flange W3, as shown in Fig. 10B. Moreover, messages 11 and 12 relating to measurement of the dimension L2 and the angle $\theta_2$ are entered. The shape of the workpiece including the figures or symbols relating the dimension L2 and the angle $\theta_2$ may be displayed in the form of a cross-sectional view, as shown in Fig. 10C. This view clearly shows that the dimension L2 includes the thickness of the flange W2 and the base portion W1.

[0070] When the process number i is 3, in step S44, the shape of the workpiece W that has been subjected to the first and second bending operations is displayed together with the punches and dies of the press 21 on the screen of the CRT 25b, as shown in Fig. 11A. In the third trial bending operation, the punch P2 and the die D2 are used for the bending operation. Therefore, the punch P2 and the die D2 are displayed in gray. Moreover, the figure showing the back gauge device 55 is moved to positions around the punch P2 and the die D2. Then, the operator moves the figure showing the workpiece W until the end E3 faces the punch P2 and the die D2, as shown in Fig. 11A. In the third bending operation, the workpiece W is bent along the bending line B1 in the same direction as that in the first bending operation. Therefore, a message 13 instructing this (that is, “Insert the workpiece W in such a manner that the sheet surface faces upwards”) is entered.

[0071] In step S48 of the third trial bending operation, the shape of the workpiece W that has the flange W2 formed in the first bending operation, the flange W3 formed in the second bending operation and the flange W4 formed in the third bending operation is displayed, as shown in Fig. 11B or Fig. 11C. Then, the operator inputs symbols relating to width L3 and angle $\theta_3$ relating to the flange W4 formed in the third trial bending operation and messages 14 and 15 relating to measurement of these dimensions. Further, in case where a workpiece has, for example, a slanted rear edge, a suitable jig is preferably attached to the back gauge 55 to position the workpiece. In this case, the operator may input a message such as “Attach a jig X to the back gauge”. Together with this message or instead of this message, the operator may input data of images or symbols of the back gauge and the jig attached to the back gauge.

[0072] As described above, in the new bending operation according to this embodiment, a skilled operator stores into the terminal computer 25 the operation information for efficiently performing a trial bending operation on the part, as operation support information or guide information or hints, while performing the trial bending operations. Moreover, the operation information is transmitted to and stored in the database 33 of the server 31. Therefore, if the same or similar part is ordered later, the operation information stored for each part is retrieved from the database 33 so that an optimum operation support information or guide program or hints, while performing the trial bending operations. Moreover, the operation information is transmitted to and stored in the database 33 of the server 31. Therefore, if the same or similar part is ordered later, the operation information stored for each part is retrieved from the database 33 so that an optimum operation for manufacturing the ordered part is performed easily and quickly. In particular, even an operator without skill can perform a necessary bending operation easily and quickly by referring to the operation information above.

[0073] Further, in the foregoing method, a guide program for guiding a new bending operation is activated (see step S21) when an operator enter into the terminal 25 an instruction for the new bending operation. According to the guide program for a new bending operation, the terminal 25 urges the operator to enter suitable information including operation support information relating to set-up operation (preparation operation) and the bending operation when an operator has completed the actual set-up operation and bending operation. Therefore, the operator can securely enter suitable information including the operation support information.

[0074] As described above, in step S37, the variety of the information that relates to the bending operation for the new part and that are entered in steps S23, S25, S26, S28, S30, S32 (including steps S42, S44, S46, S48, S50 and S51) and step S36 are stored in the database 33 of the server 31 together with the part number and the shape of the part. The following Tables 1 to 5 show a manner in which the foregoing various information including the operation support information are stored in the database 33.

[0075] First, there is provided a part file specified by a part identifying data (referred to hereinafter as “part ID”) such as the part number for specifying a part. As shown in Table 1, the part file has a file for shape, a file for set-up operation and a file for bending operation.

| Table 1 |
|---------|------------------|
| Part ID | File for Shape  |
|         | Figures 5 and 6A|
|         | File for Set-up Operation | Table 2 |
|         | File for Bending Operation | Table 5 |

[0076] The file for the shape stores data for the shape as shown in Figs. 5 and 6A. As shown in Table 2, the file for
the set-up operation has a file for the bending order, a file for the tools, a file for the tool layout, a file for the alignment of the tools and a file for the original-point determination operation. Here, the file for the bending order stores bending order data shown in Fig. 6B or Table 3, the file for the tools or dies stores data of the dies shown in Fig. 6B or Table 4, the file for the tool or die layout stores data for the layout of the die shown in Fig. 7A and Fig. 7B, the file for the alignment of tools stores data of the image and the message 4 shown in Fig. 8, and the file for the original-point determination operation stores data of image and the message 5 shown in Fig. 8.

| Table 2 |
|------------------|-----------------|
| File for Set-up Operation |
| File for Bending Order | Fig. 6B, Table 3 |
| File for Tools | Table 4 |
| File for Tool Layout | Fig. 7A, Fig. 7B |
| File for Tool Alignment | Fig. 8 and Message 4 |
| File for Original-Point Determination Operation | Fig. 8 and Message 5 |

| Table 3 |
|------------------|-----------------|
| A Portion of File for Bending Order |
| Bending Line | Bending Order |
| B1 | 3 |
| B2 | 2 |
| B3 | 1 |

| Table 4 |
|------------------|-----------------|
| File for Tools |
| Bending Line Number | Punch Number | Punch Length |
| | Die Number | Die Length |
| B1 | P2=14702 | 50 |
| | D2=30286(10) | 50 |
| B2 | P1=402 | 835 |
| | D1=30286(11) | 835 |
| B3 | P1=402 | 835 |
| | D1=30286(11) | 835 |

The file for the bending operation stores bending operation data as shown in Table 5. That is, data for symbols and figures as shown in Fig. 9A and Fig. 9B (or Fig. 9C) and data of D1, L1 and Yz1 for the D, L and Yz as shown in Fig. 14 are stored in relation to the bending line number B1. In relation to the bending line number B2, data for symbols and figures as shown in Fig. 10A and Fig. 10B (or Fig. 10C) and data of D2, L2 and Yz2 for the D, L and Yz are stored. In relation to the bending line number B3, data for the symbols and figures as shown in Fig. 11A and Fig. 11B (or Fig. 11C) and data of D3, L3 and Yz3 for the D, L and Yz are stored.
A method of manufacturing parts by using data stored in the database 33 will now be described with reference to Fig. 2 and Figs. 12A and 12B. Hereinafter this operation is called a repeat/similar bending operation or a same part/similar part bending operation. Note that Fig. 12A is a detailed flow chart of step S13 shown in Fig. 2, and Fig. 12B is a detailed flow chart of step S72 shown in Fig. 12A. The repeat/similar bending operation is supposed to be performed at the second bending station 22 in Fig. 1.

Referring again to Fig. 2, in step S10, an operator at the second bending station 22 reads the bar code attached to an operation instruction sheet by using the bar code scanner 27a. Then, bending operation data for manufacturing an ordered part, which is the same as or similar to the part stored in the database 33 of the server 31, is retrieved to the terminal 27.

In step S11, if it is determined that the ordered part is not a new part (that is, if the database 33 includes bending operation data for one or more parts that are the same as or similar to the ordered part), the operation proceeds to step S13 and more specifically to step S61 in Fig. 12A. In step S61, a guide program for guiding the operator in performing the repeat/similar bending operation is activated.

In step S62, a perspective view of the ordered part and that of a part that is the same as or similar to the ordered part are retrieved and displayed on the CRT screen 27b as shown in Fig. 5; here, a statement that the ordered part is the same as or similar to the part or parts, data of which have been stored in the database 33, may be simultaneously displayed on the CRT screen 27b (not shown). When bending data for a similar part is used to manufacture the ordered part, the shape of the ordered part and the shape of the similar part are simultaneously displayed on the CRT screen 27b. In the following, it is supposed that the shapes of the ordered part and of the similar part differs from each other slightly, for example, in width of the flange W2 as shown in Fig. 5. Then, the operator observes the perspective views of the parts to confirm the shape of the part to manufacture.

In step S63, the operator depresses an suitable key on the keyboard 27c so that data of the unfolded views of the ordered part (and that of the similar part), data of the bending order for manufacturing the part and data of the tool numbers to be used are retrieved and displayed on the screen, as shown in Figs. 6A and 6B. Thus, the operator can easily confirm the unfolded views of the parts, the bending order and the tools or dies to be used.

In step S64, the operator selects necessary tools (i.e. punches and dies) P1, D1, P2 or D2 from an suitable die magazine by referring to the tools displayed on the screen 27b.

In step S65, the operator again depressing an suitable key on the keyboard so that the layout (arrangement) of the tools on the second bending press 23 and hints for arranging the tools are displayed on the screen as operation support information, as shown in Fig. 7A and Fig. 7B.

In step S66, the operator mounts and places selected tools on the bending press 23 by referring to the tool arrangement displayed on the CRT screen 27b in step S65.

In step S67, the operator depresses an suitable key on the keyboard so that the cross sectional shape of the tools, the instructions (not shown) for performing the alignment of the tools and the operation support information or hints relating to the alignment of the tools (such as the message 4) are displayed on the screen 27b, as shown in Fig. 8.

In step S68, the operator aligns the tools on the bending press 23 by referring to the figures and statements displayed on the screen 27b.

In step S69, the operator again depresses an suitable key on the keyboard 25c so that the cross sectional view of the tools, the instruction (not shown) for determining the original point of the die and hints for performing original-point determination (such as the message 5) are displayed on the screen, as shown in Fig. 8.

In step S70, the operator performs the determination of the original-point of the die in the bending press 23 while referring to information displayed on the screen 27b in step S69.

---

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bending Line Number</th>
<th>Bending Operation Support Information</th>
<th>Data for D, L, Yz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Figs. 9A and 9B (or Fig. 9C)</td>
<td>D=D1, L=L1, Yz=Yz1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Figs. 10A and 10B (or Fig. 10C)</td>
<td>D=D2, L=L2, Yz=Yz2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>Figs. 11A and 11B (or Fig. 11C)</td>
<td>D=D3, L=L3, Yz=Yz3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. An apparatus for preparing data for manufacturing a product or a part with a predetermined shape by using a bending press (21, 23) provided with detachable tools (P, D, P1, D1, P2, D2), and with...
a computer memory (25, 27) storing bending operation support information said bending operation support information stored in the computer memory (25,27) is obtained after successfully completing bending operations, the bending operation support information supporting an operator later performing bending operations (B₁, B₂) on a workpiece (W) while manufacturing the product or part, the bending operation support information being specific to the completed bending operations (B₁, B₂, B₃).

2. The apparatus of claim 1, characterized in that the computer memory further comprises:

- shape data (S3) relating to the part or product;
- bending order (S23) data specifying a bending order for manufacturing the part or product from the workpiece; and
- tool data (S23) that specifies tools (P, D, P₁, D₁, P₂, D₂) for performing the bending operations to manufacture the part or product.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, characterized in that the computer memory further comprises bending press control data (S42) for controlling the bending press (21, 23) to perform the bending operations (B₁, B₂, B₃) in the bending order.

4. The apparatus of claim 2 or 3, characterized in that it further comprises:

- a system that aligns the tools in a longitudinal direction of the bending press before performing the bending operations;
- and in that the computer memory further comprises support information (S27, S68) regarding an execution of the alignment of the tools in the longitudinal direction.

5. The apparatus of claim 1, characterized in that the bending operation support information comprises support information regarding operation of at least one of the following:

- attaching protective tape on a shoulder of a die;
- arranging small tools on the bending press so that a punch and a die are laterally shifted from each other;
- attaching a small die on a ram with fixing tape;
- aligning a punch and a die relative to each other in a longitudinal direction;
- determining an original point of a punch or a die relative to the other; positioning the workpiece relative to a punch and a die;
- positioning the workpiece relative to a backgauge device; and
- inspecting dimensions of a shape of the workpiece after performing one of the bending operations.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zum Vorbereiten von Daten zum Herstellen eines Produktes oder eines Teils mit einer vorbestimmten Form unter Verwendung einer Biegepresse (21, 23), die mit abnehmbaren Werkzeugen (P, D, P₁, D₁, P₂, D₂) und mit einem Computerspeicher (25, 27) versehen ist, der einen Biegevorgang unterstützende Informationen speichert, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die in dem Computerspeicher (25, 27) gespeicherten einen Biegevorgang unterstützenden Informationen nach dem erfolgreichen Abschluß von Biegevorgängen erhalten sind, wobei die einen Biegevorgang unterstützenden Informationen einen Bediener, der später Biegevorgänge (B₁, B₂) an einem Werkstück (W) vornimmt, beim Herstellen des Produktes oder Teils unterstützen, wobei die den Biegevorgang unterstützenden Informationen spezifisch für die abgeschlossenen Biegevorgänge (B₁, B₂, B₃) sind.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Computerspeicher ferner enthält:

Formdaten (S3), die sich auf das Teil oder Produkt beziehen,
Biegereihenfolgedaten (S23), die eine Biegereihenfolge für das Herstellen des Teiles oder Produktes aus dem Werkstück spezifizieren, und
Werkzeugdaten (S23), die Werkzeuge (P, D, P₁, D₁, P₂, D₂) zum Ausführen der Biegevorgänge zum Herstellen des Teils oder Produktes spezifizieren.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Computerspeicher ferner Biegepressen-Steu-
erdaten (S42) zum Steuern der Biegepresse (21, 23) enthält, um die Biegevorgänge (B₁, B₂, B₃) in der Biegereihenfolge auszuführen.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
daß sie ferner ein System umfaßt, das die Werkstücke in einer Längsrichtung der Biegepresse vor dem Ausführen der Biegevorgänge ausrichtet, und
daß der Computerspeicher ferner Unterstützungsinformationen (S27, S68) enthält, die sich auf ein Ausführen des Ausrichtens der Werkzeuge in der Längsrichtung beziehen.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die einen Biegevorgang unterstützenden Informationen Unterstützungsinformationen umfassen, die sich auf das Ausführen wenigstens eines der Folgenden beziehen:

- Befestigen eines Schutzbandes an der Schulter einer Matrize,
- Anordnen von kleinen Werkzeugen an der Biegepresse, so daß ein Stempel und eine Matrize seitlich zueinander versetzt sind,
- Befestigen einer kleinen Matrize an einem Werkzeugschieber mit einem Fixierband,
- Ausrichten eines Stempels und einer Matrize relativ zueinander in einer Längsrichtung,
- Bestimmen eines Ursprungspunktes eines Stempels oder einer Matrize relativ zueinander,
- Positionieren des Werkstücks relativ zu einem Stempel und einer Matrize,
- Positionieren des Werkstücks relativ zu einer Biegemaßvorrichtung und
- Prüfen von Abmessungen einer Form des Werkstücks nach dem Ausführen eines der Biegevorgänge.
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Revidications

1. Appareil de préparation de données pour la fabrication d’un produit ou d’une partie avec une forme prédéterminée en utilisant une presse de courbure (21, 23) munie d’outils détachables (P, D, P₁, D₁, P₂, D₂) et d’une mémoire d’ordinateur (25, 27) stockant des informations de support d’opération de courbure, lesdites informations de support d’opération de courbure stockées dans la mémoire d’ordinateur (25, 27) sont obtenues après la fin réussie des opérations de courbure, les informations de support d’opération de courbure stockées dans la mémoire d’ordinateur (25, 27) sont obtenues après la fin réussie des opérations de courbure, les informations de support d’opération de courbure supportant un opérateur réalisant plus tard des opérations de courbure (B₁, B₂) sur une pièce de travail (W) tout en fabriquant le produit ou la partie, les informations de support d’opération de courbure étant spécifiques aux opérations de courbure terminées (B₁, B₂, B₃).

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la mémoire d’ordinateur comprend en outre :

- des données de forme (S3) concernant la partie ou le produit ;
- des données d’ordre de courbure (S23) spécifiant un ordre de courbure pour la fabrication de la partie ou du produit à partir de la pièce de travail ; et
- des données d’outil (S23) qui spécifient les outils (P, D, P₁, D₁, P₂, D₂) destinés à réaliser les opérations de courbure afin de fabriquer la partie ou le produit.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que la mémoire d’ordinateur comprend en outre des données de commande de presse de courbure (S42) pour commander la presse de courbure (21, 23) afin de réaliser les opérations de courbure (B₁, B₂, B₃) dans l’ordre de courbure.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 2 ou 3, caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre :

- un système qui aligne les outils dans une direction longitudinale de la presse de courbure avant de réaliser les opérations de courbure ;
et en ce que la mémoire d’ordinateur comprend en outre des informations de support (S27, S68) concernant une exécution de l’alignement des outils dans la direction longitudinale.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que les informations de support d’opération de courbure comprennent des informations de support concernant l’opération d’au moins une des actions suivantes :

- la fixation d’une bande de protection sur un épaulement d’une matrice ;
- l’agencement de petits outils sur la presse de courbure de telle sorte qu’un poinçon et une matrice sont décalés
latéralement l’un de l’autre ;
la fixation d’une petite matrice sur une rame avec de la bande de fixation ;
l’alignement d’un poinçon et d’une matrice l’un par rapport à l’autre dans une direction longitudinale ;
la détermination d’un point d’origine d’un poinçon ou d’une matrice l’un par rapport à l’autre ;
le positionnement de la pièce de travail par rapport à un poinçon et une matrice ;
le positionnement de la pièce de travail par rapport à un dispositif de butée arrière ; et
l’inspection des dimensions d’une forme de la pièce de travail après la réalisation d’une des opérations de courbure.
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FIG. 6B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BENDING ORDER</th>
<th>BENDING LINE</th>
<th>TOOL NUMBER</th>
<th>TOOL LENGTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B_3</td>
<td>P=P_1</td>
<td>835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D=D_1</td>
<td>835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B_2</td>
<td>P=P_1</td>
<td>835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D=D_1</td>
<td>835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B_1</td>
<td>P=P_2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D=D_2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 7A

(MSG 1)
ATTACH PROTECTIVE TAPE TO SHOULDER PORTION OF DIE

FIG. 7B

(MSG 3)
ARRANGE THE SMALL PUNCHES AND DIES SO AS TO BE SHIFTED FROM EACH OTHER

(MSG 2)
SECURE THE SMALL DIES TO THE RAIL OF THE RAM WITH AN ADHESIVE TAPE
FIG. 8

(MESSAGE 4)
WHEN SHORT PUNCH AND DIE ARE TO BE ALIGNED, SUPPLEMENTAL LONG PUNCH AND DIE WITH THE SAME SHAPE SHOULD BE USED WITH THE SHORT ONES

(MESSAGE 5)
WHEN A DIE HAVING A LENGTH SHORTER THAN X:mm IS MOUNTED, SET THE ORIGINAL-POINT DETERMINATION OPERATION LOAD TO BE 3 TONS
FIG. 9A

(MESSAGE 7)
SECURELY BRING THE WORKPIECE INTO CONTACT WITH RIGHT AND LEFT BACK GAUGE DEVICES

(MESSAGE 6)
INSERT THE WORKPIECE BETWEEN THE PUNCH AND DIE IN A MANNER THAT ITS SHEET SURFACE FACES UPWARDS

(MESSAGE 6a)
BUCKLING OF WORKPIECE IS POSSIBLE. SUPPORT END OF WORKPIECE.

FIG. 9B

(MESSAGE 8)
CHECK THAT HEIGHT $L_1$ IS 15 mm ($\pm 0.1$ mm)

(MESSAGE 9)
CHECK THAT ANGLE $\theta_1$ IS $90^\circ$ ($\pm 10^\circ$)

FIG. 9C

(MESSAGE 8)
CHECK THAT HEIGHT $L_1$ IS 15 mm ($\pm 0.1$ mm)

(MESSAGE 9)
CHECK THAT ANGLE $\theta_1$ IS $90^\circ$ ($\pm 10^\circ$)
FIG. 10A

INSERTION DIRECTION

(Message 10)
INSERT THE WORKPIECE W IN SUCH A MANNER THAT THE SHEET SURFACE FACES DOWNWARDS

FIG. 10B

(Message 11)
CHECK THAT HEIGHT L2 IS 20 mm (±0.1 mm)

(Message 12)
CHECK THAT ANGLE θ2 IS 90° (±10°)

FIG. 10C

(Message 11)
CHECK THAT HEIGHT L2 IS 20 mm (±0.1 mm)

(Message 12)
CHECK THAT ANGLE θ2 IS 90° (±10°)
FIG. 11A

E3
B3

(MESSAGE 13)
INSERT THE WORKPIECE W IN SUCH A MANNER THAT THE SHEET SURFACE FACES UPWARDS

FIG. 11B

W2
W3
W4

(MESSAGE 14)
CHECK WIDTH L3 IS 50mm

(MESSAGE 15)
CHECK ANGLE \( \theta_3 \) IS 90° (±10°)

FIG. 11C

CHECK WIDTH L3 IS 50mm

(MESSAGE 15)
CHECK ANGLE \( \theta_3 \) IS 90° (±10°)
FIG. 12B

1. Display information for positioning the workpiece relative to the tools and operation support information
   - S80

2. Locate workpiece with respect to tools
   - S81

3. Perform i-th trial bending operation
   - S82

4. Display shape of workpiece with dimensions to be inspected
   - S83

5. Inspect dimensions
   - S84

6. Dimension/angle within tolerance?
   - S85
   - S86
   - Modify values D/L

7. Return
   - S87
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